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Formed by artists and technologists, the 
COLLISIONcollective is premised on the 
intersection between art and technology. Its 
practitioners are drawn to this synthesis as the 
epicenter of forward-looking cultural adapta-
tion. COLLISIONcollective was formed to 
address several vital needs: the promotion of 
artists, the creation of events and venues for 
exhibition, and fostering the exchange of ideas, 
techniques, and enthusiasm for making art.  
COLLISIONcollective brings together people 
of all ages and disciplines in a collective for-
mat, creating a supportive community. It has 
eighty-five members from around the U.S., 
who are active visual artists/engineers and 
holds forums and invites speakers of interest to 
their members. It is the largest organization of 
its type in New England.

INTRODUCTION

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;

- William Butler Yeats
The Second Coming

But when things fall apart we dust ourselves off and put 
ourselves back together again, albeit in a reconfigured 
manner.

Experience reduced, translated, and re-amplified attains a state of singularity. Collision 19: COmpress/DE-
Compress takes its name from a process which echoes these phases. CODECs encode and decode a digital 
signal, changing and changing again the bits that make up an image or a sound, in an act, ultimately, trans-
formative of both signal and material.

In the works presented by the show’s 22 artists time and space are simplified and restructured: words 
stripped from soundtracks, minutes from hours, sounds teased from surrogate pulsars. William Tremblay’s 
head is reduced to a set of numbered planes; a QR code rematerializes a famous sculpture but with concep-
tual twist.

This rematerializing occurs again and again. Burgeoning relationships are analysed by strangers and adjusted 
on command (or terminated). Paradigms of critical thinking in art and science are probed, and boundaries 
expanded and re-drawn; technological flaws are exposed and exploited. Humor plays a role. A duel becomes 
a thing of wonder.

Ultimately all the pieces are things of wonder, demonstrating that with the act of making comes recohesion 
and healing. Two days after the Marathon bombings Collision 19 artist Jim Rolland posted this message 
on the Collision blog: “I hope you and all of your relatives are safe! I address you my best friendship from 
France.”
 
-Georgina Lewis

ABOUT  
COLLI-
SIONcol-
lective 

ABOUT  
COLLISIONcollective 



Marios Athanasiou
Rush
video

I recorded twelve hours of my life with a set of 
binaural microphones and then time compressed 
the recording to twelve minutes.

bio 
Marios Athanasiou (Born in Athens 1980). Com-
pleted an MA in Studio Composition at Gold-
smiths College in 2011 and a BA (Hon’s) Film and 
Music at Anglia Ruskin University Cambridge in 
2004. Athanasiou’s work explores human percep-
tion of reality through sound and vision and how 
digital technology can be used to manipulate 
and distort that reality. His work has been shown 
locally and internationally and has taken part in 
group exhibitions and festivals such as Gone with 
the Wind and Resonance Open at Raven Row Gal-
lery, London, PNEM Sound Art festival in Uden, 
Netherlands, Poltergreist at the Fort Gallery in 
London and The Beginning Of The End, Simultan 
Festival in Timisoara, Romania.

http://www.mariosathanasiou.com/

Axes (James Susinno and  
Mark Stock)
Everything is Made of Atoms
computer, flatscreen monitor, Kinect, lights, 
custom software

Everything is Made of Atoms (2013), is an inter-
active new media installation that explores the 
entangled and ever-changing relationship between 
the body and technology. It draws on previous 
works created by artists such as Simon Pennys 
Traces (1999). The piece draws parallels between 
participants and their digitally-mediated images, 
expressing both as a whole and at the same time as 
a flow of constituent parts, the lifetimes of which, 
as philosopher Karen Barad (2003) argues, is not 
an attribute but the ongoing reconfigurings of the 
world.

*Everything is Made of Atoms has two major soft-
ware components: methods to access the stream of 
image, depth, and skeleton data from the Microsoft 
Kinect sensor, and routines to perform a high-
performance computation of three-dimensional 
vortex dynamics. These methods are connected by 
an extensible framework of the artists own design.*

bio 
The group called Axes is composed of James 
Susinno, a talented software engineer, graph-
ics developer, and musician, and Mark Stock, an 
accomplished new media artist and published 
scientist. They have been collaborating since 2012 
on projects that push the limits of new human-
computer interface technology.

http://jimbomania.com/atoms/atoms.html



Nathan Boyer and Will Copps
SONAR Duel
two televisions on stands;  
two computers running PureData,  
Ableton Live, Resolume Avenue;  
two SONAR sensors

SONAR Duel positions two TVs in a computer-
generated audio/visual dialogue. Sonar sensors 
embedded in the televisions and connected to 
hidden computers converse: the sonars’ interac-
tion triggers coding in the computers that creates 
unique patterns on the screens.

On their own, the TVs “talk” to each other, moving 
in and out of visual and harmonic sync. But people 
can literally step into the conversation by standing 
between the two televisions. This human interven-
tion generates human-like responses in the sonar 
dialogue. The screen images react with patterns, 
colors, and sounds that appear to reflect emotions 
such as happiness, agitation, and even jealousy. 
The interaction of the sonars with each other and 
with people in the space generates random cod-
ing in real time, so that audio and visual effects are 
dependent on the changing environment. In this 
way, SONAR Duel conveys the illusion of human 
sentience in technology.

bios 
Digital-media artist Nathan Boyer is an associate 
professor in the University of Missouri Department 
of Art. His animation and performance videos have 
been exhibited in solo and group exhibitions in the 
United States and Europe. He was a 2010 Fulbright 
Fellow in Vienna, Austria, where he was artist-in-
residence at the quartier21/Museums Quartier pro-
gram for digital media. His other awards include 
residencies at the Skowhegan and Ucross programs 
and a travel grant to Italy from the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston. He has a BFA from Tufts University/

Zachary Clemente
Top-Down Range
37 x hardware cloth, red cotton fabric,  
electronics, zipties.

 A follow-up to a previous outdoor installation, 
Top-Down Range is an intimate examination of the 
use of modularity as a means of meaningful inter-
action.  Using identical reactive units – Top-Down 
Range seeks to find the most basic point in which a 

School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (1998) 
and an MFA from the Yale School of Art (2002).
 
Will Copps is a 27-year-old audio/visual artist 
from Washington, DC. He has spent the last nine 
years writing, performing, and recording music 
in various local groups. In that setting, Copps 
first integrated audio and video and developed 
his unique visual style, particularly focusing on 
color, contrast, and synesthetic interactions. These 
explorations have led to the development of his 
unique generative art works and video paintings. 
Copps won an Award of Excellence from the John 
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and 
has shown in such locations as the Smithsonian 
Institute in Washington, DC.  This September, he 
will be debuting work at the State Russian Museum 
in St. Petersburg.

http://nathanboyer.net/
http://willcopps.com/



conscious individual begins attributing the con-
struct of behavior, and potentially, identity upon a 
being.  Through the multiplicity of a geometric and 
generic form with a foundational on or off state, 
Top-Down questions the boundary of the collec-
tion of a sum and the coalescence of a product

bio 
A recent graduate of Hampshire College, Zach 
enjoys the speculation of space and the idea that 
objects can transcend mere parts with the aid of 
interaction.

Zach’s notable works include his Division III 
graduation project for Hampshire College, Spa-
cious Thoughts, and two collaborative interactive 
installations, this.moment=, and The Empathetic 
Space, both through Hampshire College’s DART 
(Design, ARt, Technology) program.

http://cargocollective.com/clementeworks

Juan Escudero
d6-4D+F0
digital print

A family of algebraic surfaces with many singulari-
ties have been introduced recently, by means of a 
kind of duality in the basic geometric construc-

tions corresponding to the generation of substitu-
tion tilings. Self-similarity is a property shared by 
substitution tilings and fractal structures, but scal-
ing invariance is hidden and distorted in a way that 
depends on the context.

bio 
After his formation in several centers and conserva-
tories he studied composition with Francisco Guer-
rero in Madrid who was of decisive importance. 
Techniques of discrete and algebraic geometry, 
algebraic topology, formal languages theory and 
astronomy,  that he has developed in a different field, 
have been some of the guides of the formalization 
procedures in the temporal and spatial domains.  His 
music has been programmed in several international 
festivals and concert cycles. Visual arts exhibitions 
mainly in Europe and USA.

Antony Flackett
Peeping Kong
mixed media

Sometimes a banana is just a banana

bio 
Antony Flackett is a video/sound/multimedia art-
ist living in Boston.  He composes and performs 
music under the name DJ Flack. He is an adjunct 
professor of electronic music at MassArt where he 



Elizabeth Fuller
Schrödinger
LEDs, copper, plexiglas, wood, and fur

Schrödinger is a study in frustrated observation.  
In as much as the contents reference the origi-
nal quantum mechanical thought experiment of 
Schrödinger’s Cat*, this is intended to complement 
the observational paradox of the piece as a whole 
and my musing on the experiential roll of art.

In sum, here is nothing to see here. The closer you 
inspect the piece, the lower the lights will fall and 
your reflection will obscure the contents.

* Featuring a cat who may or may not have suffered 
death as a result of external observation. 

bio 
Elizabeth Fuller is a web developer by day and a 
circuit soldering artist at night. After completing 
her degree in Mass Communications at UCLA, she 

Rob Gonsalves
Dial-A-Style:  
An Algorithmic Portrait Studio
wood, computer with custom software, web-
cam, video projector

Dial-A-Style - An Algorithmic Portrait Studio is an 
interactive video installation that allows visitors to 
create digital self-portraits in a variety of painterly 
styles. Through experimentation, viewers will come 
to understand and appreciate how various styles of 
painting impact the emotional connection to the 
artwork.

Directions:
1. Click the Start Button
2. Position the Webcam
3. Spin the Wheel
4. Click the Upload Button  

is also a full time member of the Technology depart-
ment. You can find some of his music, videos and 
interactive art on his website,djflack.com, as well as 
info about his many other projects and collabora-
tions.

http://djflack.com/

moved to New York to explore the digital art scene 
at NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program 
(ITP). Her work tends to revolve around themes of 
natural patterns and social interactions with a dash 
of satire. Her master’s thesis explored wearable 
technology with the Life Dress, garnering interna-
tional press and attention.

http://efuller.net/



There are four major styles represented on the 
wheel:
•	 Impressionism - in the style of Van Gogh
•	 Cubism - in the style of Picasso and Braque
•	 Pointillism - in the style of Chuck Close
•	 Anime - the Japanese comic style 

The wheel can stop in between neighboring styles, 
which results in a hybrid styled portrait.
Open Source Components:
•	 openFrameworks
•	 OpenCV  library
•	 XDoG: eXtended difference-of-Gaussians
 flandmark face detector

I would like to thank Jennifer Lim for her help with  
this installation.

bio 
Ever since his parents brought home a Tandy 
Color Computer in 1982, Rob has been hooked 
on programming. He honed his interests in the 
arts, music, and computers in the Boston area. Rob 
works at Avid Technology as their Chief Architect 
of Media Enterprise Systems.

http://www.robgon.com/

Nathaniel Hartman
extraterrestrial origins  
of pulsating stars
LED light tubes, wood, plastic, custom soft-
ware and electronics

During the fall of 1967, a heated debate over 
whether man had finally received contact from 
another civilization ensued.  Not until the next year 
was another signal discovered and determined to 
be a rotating, radiating neutron star, spinning at a 
regular interval.  When this radiation is detected by 
radio telescopes on Earth the pulsing is heard as a 
frequency or musical tone.

Extraterrestrial origins of pulsating stars examines 
the timings of 96 rotating pulsars as light and 
sound.  The abstracted screen displays either single 
stars as a pulsing wave or clusters of stars, creating 
a cacophony of visual and sonic noise.  

The distant movement of these stars creates a vis-
ceral, sensory experience for the audience.  Radia-
tion to sound, sound to light, light to sensation.

bio 
Nathaniel Hartman (°1988, Cleveland, United 
States) creates media artworks and installations. By 
using an ever-growing archive of found documents 
and scientific data to create autonomous artworks, 
Hartman creates intense personal moments cre-
ated by means of rules and omissions, acceptance 
and refusal, luring the viewer round and round in 
circles.

Hartman recieved both his MFA and his B.M from  
The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. He 
was a 2012 Rhizome Commission Finalist and in 



2011 was commissioned to produce Spherae for 
the Illuminations exhibition in Seattle. His work 
has been shown in galleries nationwide.  Nathaniel 
currently lives and works in Columbus.

http://www.nathanielhartman.com/

Stephanie Hough
I Don’t Wanna Talk About It
video

I Don’t Wanna Talk About It is a video piece 
constructed with culled found footage from a 
VHS instructional advertisement video, where 
we are simultaneously being sold a product and 
in the process of being taught how to cook. The 
awkward moments of two people excruciatingly 
trying to act themselves is glaringly visible. Hough 
has heightened this awkward aspect, by removing 
all elements of speech or conversation in favor of 
the breathy awkward exchanges, which emit from 
the two protagonists of the video. A dual process 
of revealing and concealing is taking place; con-
cealing the scripted, reveals unconscious actions 
and behaviors. This piece forms part of a body of 
research that Stephanie is currently developing, for 
Hough these found instructional VHS tapes from 
thrift stores, represent the discarded desires and 
ambitions of society and form part of the ontologi-
cal roots of current digital online video content.

bio 
Stephanie Hough is a contemporary visual artist. 
Primarily working with video, installation, partici-
pative and post-production practices and has ex-
hibited throughout Ireland, mainland Europe and 
the USA. Within her practice Stephanie’s research 
covers a broad array of personal insights into the 
social and its many manifestations through popu-
lar culture. Hough graduated with a 1st class hons 
degree in Fine Art from the CCAD in 2005 and 
completed an MA titled ‘Art in the Digital World’ 
at NCAD in 2008. She also co-founded the artist-
led project space: Basement Project Space, 2009 – 
2012. Stephanie then worked as Projects Assistant 
at the National sculpture Factory, Cork city, Ireland 
from Oct 2011 – Oct 2012.

http://www.stephaniehough.com/



Paul Kinsky
Tyvek Dolphin Lantern
tyvek, brass fasteners, brass and paracord 
hanger.

This piece is a four foot long dolphin, built from 
algorithmically generated folded tyvek cells. The 
cells are laser cut individually and assembled 
using split-pin brass fasteners. (Tyvek is a paper-
like material made from polyethylene fibers. It’s 
waterproof, with incredible tensile strength. It also 
diffuses light beautifully). The resulting sculpture 
is lit from within by an RGB LED strip. This allows 
the lantern to glow in any color or shade, to match 
the mood of the gallery. It can also be programmed 
to oscillate between colors.

bio 
(Mad) Computer Scientist

Bob Kephart
Social Distortion
metal, plastic, electronics

“Social Distortion” takes a traditional radio device 
and turns it into sound art. The concept of the 
piece is also similar to my other works in that there 
is some influence of Chaos Theory in the piece.

The piece’s intent is to turn the radio into a sound 
instrument in that it will do repeated sweeps across 
the spectrum while performing the same pot ad-
justments to the sound manipulation circuits.

The sequence gets started by a viewer pressing a 
button that triggers a power antenna and then the 
radio begins dial tuning and sound manipulation 
in chaotic sequence of repeated turns and motions. 
The piece then turns itself off after about 2 minutes 
- awaiting the next press of the button...

bio 
Bob began creating sculpture using motors and 
electronics during his undergraduate studies at the 
Alberta College of Art and Design in Calgary, AB 
Canada. His artwork during this period was rough, 
loud, and cynical - much like the sculpture of Jean 
Tinguely. He later received a MFA in the Art and 
Technology Department from the School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago. While in Chicago, his 

sculpture matured and grew in complexity while 
adhering to the formal and conceptual qualities of 
his earlier works.

Bob moved to Massachusetts in 2003 and currently 
lives in Cambridge where he has a studio. He works 
at the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority 
as the Digital Media Manager.

http://automeditate.com/



tries, Continuum and the MIT Media Lab.

Her artwork has been shown in a variety of con-
texts, including the Conflux Festival, SIGGRAPH, 
LACMA, the Japan Media Arts Festival, the File 
Festival, the WIRED Store, and probably to you 
without you knowing it at some point while inter-
acting with her.

http://lauren-mccarthy.com

Matteo Pasin
idclip
media

The deconstructing of an ms-dos videogame: 
walking through textures and walls of doom2 (no 
clipping mode).

bio 
matteo pasin (treviso, 1986) is an italian photogra-
pher and videoartist based in berlin. he graduated 
in philosophy in 2011 at ca’foscari university of 
venice. he starts videomaking in 2009 doing visual 
and conceptual short movies, in 2011 he starts 
photography taking abstract pictures and land-
scapes. as a member of the art collective dirtmor 
he has curated weekly concerts, performances and 
screenings in treviso for two years. in january 2012 
dirtmor has been selected for one year residence at 
fondazione bevilacqua la masa of venice.

http://www.matteopasin.net/

Lauren McCarthy
Social Turkers:  
Crowdsourced Relationships
computer, website archive and video

What if we could receive real-time feedback on 
our social interactions? I developed a system like 
this for myself using Amazon Mechanical Turk to 
explore in the form of a performance. During a 
month of continuous dates with new people I met 
on OkCupid, I streamed the interaction to the web 
using an iPhone app. Turk workers were paid to 
watch the stream, interpret what was happening, 
and offer feedback as to what I should do or say 
next. These directions were communicated to me 
via text message.

bio 
Lauren McCarthy is a designer/artist/programmer/
person. She is adjunct faculty at RISD and NYU 
ITP, and a current resident atEyebeam. She holds 
an MFA from UCLA and a BS Computer Science 
and BS Art and Design from MIT. Her work ex-
plores the structures and systems of social inter-
actions, identity, and self-representation, and the 
potential for technology to mediate, manipulate, 
and evolve these interactions. She is fascinated by 
the slightly uncomfortable moments when patterns 
are shifted, expectations are broken, and partici-
pants become aware of the system (and the spaces 
beyond).

At Sosolimited and Small Design Firm, Lauren 
has worked on installations for the London Eye, 
North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, IBM, 
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and Thomas Jefferson’s home at 
Monticello. She has also worked at Oblong Indus-



Hector Rodriguez
FLUXIONS
video

FLUXIONS is an image processing system that 
visualizes video sequences as changing configura-
tions of pixels. The system segments an existing 
video into short clips and applies a motion tracking 
algorithm to produce a vector description of their 
movement. It then stores the first image of each 
clip as a key frame, and gradually shifts the values 
of its pixels based on the vector descriptions of the 
subsequent frames. The idea was inspired by video 
compression methods, which often store only a few 
selected key frames and rely on motion vectors to 
represent the missing frames. The techniques of 
digital representation thus subvert our traditional 
concept of a “frame” as a sequence of still images. 
A digital movie “frame” is not always a complete 
image but an abstract, quantitative representation 
of relations between images.This project is a poetic 
reflection on the changing meaning of the frame in 
a digital context.

http://concept-script.com/

Hector Rodriguez
INFLECTIONS
custom software, projector

INFLECTIONS is a generative system that tem-
porally rearranges video sequences. The technical 
concept depends on the idea of a one-dimensional 
pseudo-random walk. We consider a movie 
timeline as a path. The program identifies a set 
of “inflection points” along this path. An inflec-
tion point is a moment without motion. At each 
inflection point, the software decides in real-time 
whether to go forward or backwards using a 
pseudo-random algorithm. It therefore temporally 
reorders the original sequence. This approach radi-
cally alters the images’ affective character, making 
them appear hesitant and uncertain. It shows how 
cinematic time determines the expressive mean-
ing of images. The pseudo-random formula has 
tunable parameters which may produce diverse 
visual results. Different versions can thus be shown 
side by side, illustrating how the original sequence 
was only one out of many possible orderings. This 
method was inspired by the idea of possible worlds 
in modern logic.

bio 
Hector Rodriguez is an experimental software art-
ist and media theorist whose work investigates the 
specific possibilities of information technologies to 
reconfigure our experience of moving images and 
our relation to film history. His creative practice 
integrates video art with mathematics and com-
puter science, exploring the tension between digital 
abstraction and cinematic representation. He cur-
rently teaches at the School of Creative Media, City 
University of Hong Kong.



Jean-Michel Rolland
Running Water
video

Access to piped water is a universal problem, felt 
differently whether you live in temperate places 
as in Paris where the shootings of this video have 
been taken, or in more arid or desert areas. Some 
are concerned by environment when others just 
dream of that access. This dichotomy has inspired 
Running Water, where water is so abundant that it 
becomes an audiovisual playground.

bio 
Jean-Michel Rolland is a french artist born in 1972. 
At the origin of each of his creations, musicality 
plays a role as important as image does and each 
one influences the other by transmediality. The 
result is a series of experimental videos and per-
formances where sound and image are so insepa-
rable that the one without the other would lose its 
meaning.

http://franetjim.free.fr

John Slepian
Art Is Not an Object (Sculpture)
wooden pedestal with tracking graphic, iPad, 
software

The phrase “art is not an object” has been attrib-
uted to a number of artists and thinkers, always 
followed by another phrase—one that attempts to 
define art (i.e., as an experience, a way of looking, 
etc.). My interest is in using this statement to prob-
lematize rather than present answers. The piece 
is also inspired by Robert Indiana’s ubiquitous 
“LOVE”—one of the most widely seen, reproduced 
and appropriated art works since Da Vinci’s “Mona 
Lisa.”

To view the piece, wake up the iPad and hold it so 
that you see the top of the pedestal in the camera.

bio 
John Slepian’s artwork has been shown at P.S.1/
MoMA and Hunter College Art Galleries in New 
York, the Exploratorium in San Francisco, Axiom 
Gallery and the Boston Center for the Arts in Bos-
ton, and elsewhere in U.S and Canada . He exhibits 
with the Catharine Clark Gallery in San Francisco. 
In 2002, he received the New Langton Arts Bay 
Area Award. He was a resident in the P.S.1 National 
Studio Program in 2002-2003, and in 2005-2006 
was awarded a New York Foundation for the Arts 
grant in Computer Arts. Slepian graduated from 
the San Francisco Art Institute in 2002 with an 
MFA in New Genres.

John is currently the Five College Assistant Profes-
sor of Art and Technnology at the Five College 
Consortium in Western Massachusetts. He teaches 



in the Department of Art at Smith College and in 
the School of Interdisciplinary Arts at Hampshire 
College.

http://www.johnslep.net/

Mark Stock
CF_11_1179
framed canvas print

Computational physics is a discipline concerned 
with converting the (frequently) unsolvable equa-
tions of physics into a format far more amenable to 
computation: algorithms of much simpler arith-
metic. *As an artist and student of fluid dynamics, 
creating my own software has allowed me to create 
with fluids: to manifest what is ubiquitous yet in-
visible, to visually manipulate dimensions of space 
and time, to selectively merge realistic and patently 
artificial elements, and to de-contextualize fluids 
into their very essence: motion.* When fluid flow 
is freed from the limitations of physical space, the 
algorithm, in all its malleable beauty, becomes the 
arbiter of reality.

CF11_1179 began as a field of bands of color, but 
evolved with no further guidance save the formulae 
of fluid dynamics into a burst of color and motion 
characterized by swirls and eddies as large as the 
entire piece and as small as the eye can see.

bio 
Mark J. Stock is a scientist, programmer, and 
artist who creates still and moving images com-
bining elements of nature, physics, chaos, com-
putation, and algorithm.He has been showing 
work since 2000 and has been in over 50 curated 
and juried exhibitions since 2001, including Ars 
Electronica, ASPECT Magazine, and six SIG-
GRAPH Art Galleries. He has spoken at numer-
ous scientific, graphics and art conferences and 
workshops, and has published papers in a variety 
of fields.

http://markjstock.com/

Wayne Strattman
Fragile Pathway
glass, phosphors, xenon gas, electronics

This new piece is the result of 9 months of develop-
ment and is still a part of a process toward a new 
expressive form.  Physically, its a flat panel gas 
discharge device that is quite bright, very colorful 
and kinetic in many new interesting ways.

The piece is 24” square and mounts on a wall stand 



William Tremblay
Me on PHP
inkjet prints, foam core, LEDs

On April 6, 2013 I was writing a Drupal mod-
ule in the PHP language at work. During the 
course of the day I used my phone camera to 
take a number of self-portraits documenting 
my facial expression. I then used an online 
system to extract a point cloud and construct a 
3 dimensional object from the photos. Though 
they were taken from dissimilar angles and 
under different lighting conditions, the facial 
recognition algorithms in 3-D software priori-

which houses the elctronics for the piece.  I will be 
putting in user/viewer controls to alter the look of 
the piece.

bio 
Wayne Strattman is a degreed engineer and art-
ist working in lighted glass sculpture and research 
in new lighting forms.  His work is in museums 
around the world and is also featured in Sci Fi 
films, trade show displays and other venues.

http://www.strattman.com/

tized the face while wildly misinterpreting the 
background. This is similar to what the human 
mind does when recognizing faces. The differ-
ence is that while the human mind discards the 
irrelevant data, making it effectively invisible, 
3-D software faithfully reproduces it creating 
mathematically well-defined objects for us to 
consciously observe.

bio 
Bill is an an artist, curator and web programmer. 
His work addresses issues of human interaction 
with the technological world: the choices we make 
and the prices we pay. He tends to create machines 
and large scale installations. His work has been 
shown in numerous venues, among them the 
Kitchen in New York, Boston’s Computer Museum, 
the List Center for Visual Arts at MIT, the Insti-
tute for Contemporary Art in Boston, The Boston 
Center for the Arts, Art Interactive, and First Night 
Boston. He is co-inventor of the Virtual Reality 
Chair, for which he holds a patent. He attended the 
Studio for Interrelated Media at the Massachusetts 
College of Art. He lives in Boston where he op-
portunistically employs robotics, video and other 
technologies in ways they were never intended to 
be used. Bill has been involved with COLLISION-
collective since 2003 and currently serves as its 
director.



cal philosophy and contemporary technological 
power with a particular emphasis on the aesthetics 
of error, subjectivity, mediated identity, biopolitics 
and social control. He has participated in collec-
tive exhibitions, conferences and festivals in over 
ten countries.

http://emiliovavarella.com/

Emilio Vavarella
The Drivers and the Cameras
digital prints on photo paper

The Drivers and the Cameras is the third part 
of The Google Trilogy: a project about the re-
lationship between humans, power and tech-
nological errors.Each Google Street View car 
is equipped with a Dodeca 2360 camera with 
eleven lenses, capable of photographing 360 
degrees. Afterwards the photos are assembled, 
creating a stereoscopic view, and an algorithm 
developed by Google automatically blurs the 
faces of people to protect the privacy of those 
accidentally portrayed. To create this series of 
photographs, I went looking for faces that had 
escaped Google Street View’s algorithm and 
the eleven portraits I isolated immortalize the 
drivers of the Google car. The driver becomes 
a sort of phantom power; he appears where he 
shouldn’t be and his presence escapes censor-
ship. His face is the symbol of an error yet at 
the same time shows a human side and, per-
haps, the limits of technological power.
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About Boston Cyberarts Gallery 
Boston Cyberarts, Inc. is a non-profit arts organization created to foster, develop and 
present a wide spectrum of media arts including electronic and digital experimental arts 
programming. We exhibit and promote the media and digital arts of Boston, New Eng-
land and the world to audiences in the New England region and beyond and by doing 
so, helping to promote a sense of media and digital literacy, locally and regionally.
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